This article provides an overview of the central issues regarding cost valuation and analysis for a decision maker's evaluation of costing performed within randomized controlled trials (RCTs). Costing involves specific choices for valuation and analysis that involve trade-offs. Understanding these choices and their implications is necessary for proper evaluation of how costs are valued and analyzed within an RCT and cannot be assessed through a checklist of adherence to general principles.
Attention to the appropriate cost valuation and analysis techniques reviewed here will help bring the same level of rigor and attention to the methodological issues in cost valuation as is currently applied to clinical evidence within RCTs.
In this cost-conscious environment, less expensive therapies will displace more expensive ones unless there is evidence that higher-cost therapies are justified by better outcomes. This need for justification has, in large part, driven the continued trend within randomized controlled trials (RCTs) to collect data on the costs of treatment and then to perform economic evaluations assessing the potential trade-offs between costs and clinical effectiveness. The conclusions from analyses of costs and cost effectiveness are sensitive to the methods of cost valuation and analysis. Confidence in the results produced by these analyses will depend on understanding whether appropriate analytical decisions were made and whether valid alternative methods might have changed the findings. Proper valuation and analysis of costs is not just a matter of following general costing principles; results are often sensitive to alternatives within the framework of acceptable principles. The purpose of this article is to improve the understanding of the trade-offs between the choices involved in costing and their potential implications.
Valuation

Principles
The general principles for the valuation of costs include opportunity costs, consistency in perspective and discounting.
The economically appropriate cost of an intervention is best represented by its 'opportunity cost'. This cost is the value of opportunities forgone as a result of the resources consumed. It is often the case that the medical costs listed within accounting systems, or medical charges assessed for a particular set of services delivered, do not accurately represent these 'opportunity costs'. In this case, adjustments should be made so that the value of services represents their 'opportunity cost'.
Perspective is a second general principle. The preferred perspective is the societal perspective, [1] but costs can be valued from the perspective of any relevant economic stakeholder such as the payer, the provider or the patient. Because the appropriate opportunity cost may be different depending on the perspective adopted in the analysis, it is important to maintain consistency in the perspective from which costs are estimated. For example, while payment may not be an accurate representation of opportunity cost from the societal perspective, it may be from the payer perspective. When costs are estimated, the perspective (or perspectives) of the cost analysis should be stated and all costing should be consistent with the stated perspective(s).
Because costs may be incurred over several years and the timing of costs may differ between treatments, a general principle of costing is to equate the timing by adjusting for inflation and discounting future costs to account for time preference. These methods are described elsewhere. [2, 3] When evaluating whether a cost analysis was conducted appropriately, it is important that these principles be followed. However, while it is necessary to follow these principles for best practices, it is equally important that the strategy by which medical resources are identified and valued be appropriately executed.
Strategies for Valuation
The typical strategies for the valuation of cost are determining actual costs, using billing records or employing the resource costing method. All three strategies have advantages and disadvantages, but the resource costing method is discussed in depth because it is the most common strategy found in the literature.
While costs could be valued by summing the actual costs of healthcare services within a clinical trial (e.g. by recording costs incurred by participants throughout the trial on their case report forms), doing so is difficult. One difficulty is the availability of pricing data; a second is whether any available pricing data represent opportunity costs. For example, those recording the data may, on occasion, be aware of healthcare charges, but charges generally do not equal cost [4] and their use may lead to an overstatement of the costs of treatment.
Adjusted billing records can be used for cost valuation. If the records obtained consistently cover the medical services used throughout the duration of the trial it may be possible to derive consistent measures of both medical service use and cost (or expenditure) from billing records. For example, if the subjects within the trial received their healthcare within a closed health system, consistent and comprehensive billing records may be available from that health system. Alternatively, if the subjects within the trial are insured by companies able to provide claims records that contain bills for the key medical services provided, this may be another source of consistent and comprehensive billing records. This strategy has the advantage of being independent of participant recall (which is fallible) and may be more comprehensive in tracking service use across all relevant sites of care. Because some administrative databases aggregate service use, one should assess the methods for disaggregating costs that occurred prior to randomization, from randomization until the end of follow-up, and after the end of follow-up. In addition, proper conversion of payment or charges to costs may be necessary. [4] Most importantly, the administrative data should capture all relevant medical service use and costs incurred by the participant. If patients cross systems of care or payment sources, the data source may be incomplete or the data sources may be difficult to aggregate.
The resource costing method involves measuring medical service use in study case report forms and translating this use into a cost by multiplying medical service use by price weights for those services. This method allows a consistent capture of resource use when costs are incurred across multiple health systems or payers. In addition, the analyst can apply economic principles in deriving price weights. The issues confronted when applying this method are collecting data for appropriate resource units and then selecting the appropriate set of price weights for these units. There is no standard resource costing strategy. An extreme approach would be to identify, count and price out every single healthcare service item consumed by each patient. Yet this strategy is rarely attempted in practice because the effort required to obtain the result would exceed the benefits from the specificity of the result. A more typical approach would be to identify, count and price out healthcare encounters or other healthcare units that represent some aggregate of a bundle of service items (e.g. the average cost per hospital day or average cost per hospitalization). Greater bundling reduces investigator effort, but generally sacrifices specificity of the resulting cost estimate. The two ends of this continuum can be referred to as the micro-costing method and the gross-costing method (figure 1). [1] Hospital days and hospital stays represent bundled resource units that typify the grosscosting method. [5] [6] [7] Under this method, the same unit price is used for the bundled unit, even though some hospital days are more intensive than others and hospital stays differ in their duration and intensity. The unit price that is used is typically based on average costs in the population. As one moves along the continuum towards less bundling and the use of micro-costing, stays are disaggregated into days, and days are disaggregated into locations in the hospital and specific services provided (e.g. counts of various procedures, drug prescriptions and laboratory tests). The price information for these resource types can be derived from average manufacturing prices (AMPs) or average sales prices (ASPs) for specific drugs, Medicare's Physician Fee Schedules for specific procedures, and adjusted charges for bed days. For hospital stays, Medicare's diagnostic-related groups (DRGs) classification can be used to unbundle hospital stays by type of stay. [5, 8] At the micro-costing extreme, one could count labs, provider contact time and the specific administration and frequency of use for each drug given, along with other relevant resource items. This specific level of resource costing will also require obtaining a price weight for each resource item.
The time horizon of evaluation within a clinical trial is often not limited to a hospital stay, or the trial may be conducted in other settings entirely. In these cases, the valuation of costs should include non-negligible medical services delivered regardless of the setting. For example, for an episode of care that may include inpatient and outpatient care, gross-costing may have three resource types -hospital stays, physician visits and emergency room visits -while micro-costing may have a long list of resource types within each of these bundles.
Choice of the Level of Bundling
During the design phase of a clinical trial, one must define the level of bundling that will be used to identify the healthcare resources that make up the cost of medical care. This level will fall somewhere on the micro-/gross-costing continuum. This decision should involve maximizing accuracy of the estimate of the cost difference between the randomized treatments, subject to the resource constraints of the investigator. Accuracy of costing could be improved by use of more detailed micro-resource units. Alternatively, it could be improved with more accurate price weights or counts of resources used, which may be more likely for bundled resource units.
This decision is most important for those resource items that may drive the cost difference between treatment groups. If one treatment group incurs greater costs within a bundled unit (e.g. hospitalization), this difference would be lost in a valuation strategy that provided a single price for that bundled unit. An extreme example is when the intervention being evaluated is a more resource-intensive procedure conducted in the hospital. In this case, the extra resources devoted to the treatment group would not be counted if the entire hospitalization is treated as a single resource type. On the other hand, if the intervention is in the outpatient setting and hospitalizations are rare, it may be appropriate to treat the hospitalization as a single bundled unit, particularly if the types of hospitalizations would be unlikely to differ between treatment groups.
These decisions often depend on the availability of price weights. The unit needs to be bundled at a level that matches the price weight. If the only prices available are for hospitalizations for different admitting diagnoses, then the resources should be bundled at this same level. A mismatch presents grave problems for proper valuation. And even when the resource unit matches the price weight, one must evaluate whether the level of aggregation of the unit hides true cost differences.
There are times when maximizing the accuracy of the cost estimate needs to be weighed against the goal of precision. This trade-off is most evident in the choice between including all medical costs or disease-specific costs only. If costs that are not relevant for the disease under consideration are included, then the variance of the cost estimate may be increased (worse precision) without any gain in accuracy. However, the medical costs that are relevant for a specific treatment may not be known. By excluding these costs, the gain in precision may come at the expense of accuracy.
Choice of Price Weights
Price weights can either be nationally determined, as in the use of national tariffs, or they can be centre specific. The decision as to which type of price weights to use will depend on perspective, convenience, completeness and accuracy. Price weights can also determine the generalizability of the findings. Do they represent the costs of the environment relevant for the economic decision? For example, if the resource allocation decision is a national decision, nationally representative costs would be more relevant. Pricing service use in the trial with national tariffs may be more likely to achieve this perspective than price weights that are only relevant for academic centres. An analysis that used price weights representative of average national costs would be preferable to price weights that may only be relevant for academic centres within that country.
National tariffs are a commonly used and well accepted source of price weights for costing out medical service use. Examples of national tariffs include DRG payments in Australia or the US or health resource group (HRG) payments in the UK. When available, national tariffs have all of the advantages that one looks for in a price weight. They are typically publicly available, which makes them convenient; they usually provide price weights for most if not all of the services that are measured in the trial; and within individual countries, they are usually developed by use of a common methodology. The fact that these tariffs represent what is spent by governments may also be considered an advantage, particularly when the perspective is that of governmental decision-making bodies. Some authors have raised concerns that national tariffs do not equal cost because of differences in costs between centres or the level of aggregation provided in different data sources. [9] [10] [11] Debate continues about whether these deviations from costs matter in practice. [12] [13] [14] [15] Centre-specific price weights are another commonly used source of price weights for costing out medical service use. These price weights are often obtained from the institutions in which the trial was conducted. One of the primary advantages of centre-specific price weights, relative to national tariffs, is that they provide a more accurate estimate of the cost that was actually incurred within the trial. As Goeree et al. [16] have reported, the valuation of costs is sensitive to the number of centres from which price weights are derived. Therefore, this strategy is best employed when price weights are derived systematically and comprehensively across centres.
The analogous situation in multinational trials is that price weights are often collected from a subset of countries that participated in the trial. Within each country, they are often derived from a single source, which in the same trial can vary between centre-specific price weights in some countries to national tariffs in others. The countries from which price weights are collected might be ones that enrol a large number of participants in the trial; represent the spectrum of economic development among countries that participated in the trial; have readily available price weights; or have regulators that require a submission for reimbursement. In industry-sponsored studies, they also may include countries in which the study sponsor wishes to make economic claims. Resource costing requires a price weight for every service intended to be costed in the analysis. However, it may be costly to obtain well documented and accurate price weights for all services in all centres and countries that participated in the trial. Price weights are typically obtained for the most common or costly services in the largest centres or countries, and the remaining price weights are either imputed using mean price weight for similar services or using a prediction model. [17, 18] Imputation error is minimized when we obtain estimates for fewer types of services from as many countries as is feasible, rather than by obtaining estimates for more types of services in fewer countries. [18] 
Analysis
Once medical services are valued and summed across resource types, the resulting cost estimates must be analyzed. The difference in mean cost is the important parameter for cost-effectiveness analysis from both the budgetary and the social perspectives. [19, 20] It is the difference in the mean between the treatment groups that provides the most accurate assessment of budgetary impact because it allows decision makers to calculate the total cost of adopting a therapy. Minimization of the difference in mean cost (and maximization of the difference in mean effect) yields economic efficiency.
[21] 1 Other parameters such as median cost (the cost above and below which the cost of half the patients lie) may be useful in describing the data, but do not provide information about the total cost that will be incurred by treating all patients, nor the cost that will be saved by treating patients with one therapy versus another. Thus, they are not associated with social efficiency. The question is how to estimate the difference in means (and its precision) within the sample of a population that comes from the patients enrolled in an RCT. While the sample mean is always unbiased, other statistics have been proposed as alternatives to the sample mean because it is common for its distribution to be highly skewed. It should be noted that, no matter what method we use for drawing inferences about cost differences, the between-group difference in mean cost remains the parameter of interest.
While most introductory discussions of the analysis of continuously scaled data simplify the analysis by assuming that the sampling distribution of the parameter is Normally distributed, the analysis of healthcare cost is complicated by the fact that the data are generally right skewed with a long, heavy right tail. [22] There are a number of reasons why cost is routinely characterized by a skewed distribution. First, cost cannot be negative, which places a bound on the lower tail of the distribution. Second, there is often a non-trivial fraction of study participants that requires substantially more medical services than the norm that make up the long right tail. Third, there are usually a small number of participants -often referred to as outliers -among whom a catastrophic event occurs that leads to a cost that is several standard deviations above the mean.
Univariate Analysis of Cost
The most common univariate tests of the sample mean 2 are the two sample t-test or -when we are comparing more than two treatmentsone-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). One of the assumptions that underlies these tests is that the sampling distribution of the parameter is Normally distributed. However, in moderately large samples, in samples of similar size and with similar skewness, or samples where skewness is not too extreme, these tests have been shown to be robust to violations of this assumption. [19, [23] [24] [25] Use of these tests is common in the economic trial literature. Doshi et al. [26] found that, in 2003, 50% of the published economic assessments based on the analysis of patient-level data collected within clinical trials used t-tests or ANOVA. Nevertheless, many analysts have rejected these parametric tests because cost data often have a skewness or kurtosis that violate the Normality assumption, and because there are no specific thresholds or ranges for sample size or skewness for determining when parametric tests will be reliable. They have often turned to comparing cost by use of non-parametric tests of other characteristics of the distribution that are not as affected by the non-Normality of the distribution. Examples of such tests include the Mann-Whitney U (or Wilcoxon rank-sum) test, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the KruskallWallis test. The problem with the use of these tests is that while they tell us that some measure of the cost distribution differs between the treatment groups, such as its shape or location, they do not necessarily tell us that the sample means differ. Some authors who have adopted non-parametric tests of other characteristics of the distribution have ignored the fact that the resulting p-values need not be applicable to the sample mean. For example, Doshi et al. [26] found that a number of authors reported cost estimates in terms of sample means and the difference in sample means but derived a p-value for this difference by use of the Mann-Whitney U test.
When the cost distribution is not Normal, some analysts have transformed cost in an attempt to make the distribution of the resulting transformed variable more Normal. Examples of such transformations include the logarithmic, square root or reciprocal transformation. When such transformations are made, we estimate and draw inferences about the difference on the transformed scale, but our fundamental goal is to apply these estimates and inferences to the difference in sample mean of untransformed cost. Thus, we need to be concerned about issues that may undermine this applicability. The logarithmic transformation of cost is widely used in healthcare cost analysis. The most common reason for its use is that if the resulting distribution of log cost is Normal, t-tests of log cost may be more efficient than t-tests of non-Normally distributed untransformed cost. Some analysts also use a log transformation because the difference in log cost -or the coefficient estimates for explanatory variables in multivariable analysis of log cost -can be interpreted as percentage differences.
Unfortunately, log transformation raises several issues for the analyses of cost. First, when observations have '0' cost, their log cost is undefined. Many researchers address this problem by adding an arbitrary constant such as '1' to all cost observations before taking logs. However, one should always determine whether the magnitude of the arbitrary constant affects one's conclusions, and the presence of a substantial proportion of zeroes can make this approach problematic. We could instead analyze such data by use of a two-part model. [27] Second, transformation of costs does not typically yield a Normal distribution (although it may bring it closer to normality). Third, and possibly most important, estimates and inferences about log cost apply more directly to the geometric mean of cost than they do to the arithmetic mean. The exception to this is the unlikely case where the distributions of log costs are Normal and have equal variance. A proper transformation can retransform the mean of the logs to obtain an estimate of arithmetic mean cost, but this is rarely done correctly [19, 28] and even these common retransformations may not provide unbiased estimates when the distribution of log cost is not Normal.
Thus, in the presence of inequality of variance on the log scale (or on any scale based on a power transformation of costs), comparisons of log cost are not appropriate for drawing statistical inferences about differences in arithmetic mean cost. [19, 29] If the sample mean is the statistic of interest for decision making, and if the underlying assumptions of parametric tests of this mean are violated, one alternative is to adopt a non-parametric test of sample means. An increasingly popular test of this kind is the non-parametric bootstrap. [28, 30] However, in the face of small sample sizes and highly skewed distributions, O'Hagan and Stevens [31] have raised concerns about whether the sample mean is ''necessarily a good basis for inference about the population mean.'' As they indicate, if the true underlying population distribution is known, alternatives, such as the use of Bayesian analysis may be superior. However, the practical issue with cost data is that the true distribution is typically not known. Simulations suggest that in these circumstances, the sample mean generally remains the estimator of choice. [32, 33] 
Multivariable Analysis of Cost
The use of multivariable models are most important when the subjects in the treatment groups differ with respect to baseline characteristics. [34] Even when the randomization achieves balance in baseline characteristics, there remain several reasons why a multivariable model is justifiable. In fact, multivariable analysis of cost may be superior to univariate analysis because, by explaining variation due to other causes, it improves the power for tests of differences between groups. [35] [36] [37] It facilitates subgroup analyses such as for participants with more and less severe disease; different countries/centres, etc. [38] It permits missing data problems to be addressed via inverse probability weights. Finally, it accounts for potentially large and influential variations in economic conditions and practice patterns by provider, centre or country that may not be entirely balanced by randomization in the clinical trial. [34, 39] As with univariate tests of costs, identifying the most appropriate multivariate model for the analysis of costs will depend on addressing the issues that arise from the skewed cost distribution. [20] Ordinary least squares (OLS) regression on untransformed cost (which, in the absence of other co-variates, is equivalent to the univariate t-test) has been the most frequently used model for multivariable analysis of cost in RCT settings. [26] The advantages of OLS models are that they are easy to implement in any computer software and the incremental cost estimates are easy to calculate, because the coefficient for the treatment indicator provides a direct estimate of the adjusted difference in sample mean cost between the treatment groups. Yet, OLS regression models are difficult to defend when analyzing cost data because these model results can be highly sensitive to extreme cases; they can be prone to over-fitting; 3 and the results may not be robust both in small-to medium-sized datasets and in large datasets with extreme observations.
One alternative that appears frequently in the literature is OLS regression predicting the log of cost. While Manning and Mullahy [40] have identified a limited set of situations in which log OLS may be a preferred model, in many cases, the estimates and inferences derived for log cost will not be applicable to sample mean cost (e.g. when the distribution of log cost is not Normal and when the variance in log cost differs between treatment groups). The problems related to differences in the variance arise primarily because the mean of the logs does not equal the log of the means.
Generalized linear models (GLMs) [3, 41, 42] are a class of models that can be used to analyze costs on the log scale while maintaining applicability to the sample mean cost. [43, 44] The GLM can predict the log of mean costs directly, which overcomes the problem faced by the OLS of log costs because with the GLM, a simple retransformation of the predicted results represents the sample mean, while the transformation of the predicted results from an OLS of log costs does not. The GLM maintains applicability to the sample mean cost regardless of the scale from which costs are estimated. This is because the GLM co-variates are always combined in a linear fashion. They are subsequently scaled with a link function, which determines the scale in which the co-variates are assumed to act on the outcome. For example, a log link assumes that co-variates act multiplicatively on the mean. In addition to the link function, a distribution function (or family) is needed to characterize a particular GLM model. The distribution function describes the shape of the distribution of the outcome and the relationship between its variance and mean. A GLM model analogous to the OLS has an identity link function and a Normal distribution, while a GLM model analogous to the log OLS has a log link and a Normal distribution. However, the caution here is that the GLM model is prone to mis-specification and precision losses in datasets with cost distributions having a heavy-tailed log error term. [45] 
Conclusion
The methods of cost valuation and analysis are not consistently applied. For cost valuation, this is largely because many decisions in the design of the cost-valuation methodology will depend on the specific context of the study. To strictly adhere to any single method would not yield more accurate or precise estimates of cost. It is important to understand the trade-offs involved when making design decisions and when evaluating costs valued and analyzed from a clinical trial.
For cost analysis, the inconsistency in the application of methods is largely due to the difficult problems that result from the highly skewed cost distribution. When the goals of economic analysis are budgetary or to make socially optimal decisions, cost comparisons should involve sample means and the statistical tests applied to those means should be tests appropriate for means. Attention to the appropriate cost valuation and analysis techniques reviewed here will help bring the same level of rigor and attention to the methodological issues in cost valuation as is currently applied to clinical evidence within RCTs. Yet, cost analysis is typically insufficient when analyzing a clinical trial because costs of an intervention should be assessed in relation to its effectiveness through cost-effectiveness analysis. We note that there are unique complexities in the statistical assessment of cost effectiveness in trials that have not been covered here.
